Quantum melting of the hole crystal in the spin ladder of Sr$_{14-x}$Ca$_x$Cu$_{24}$O$_{41}$
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The “spin ladder” is a reduced-dimensional analogue of the high temperature superconductors that was predicted to exhibit both superconductivity and an electronic charge density wave or “hole crystal” (HC). Both phenomena have been observed in the doped spin ladder system Sr$_{14-x}$Ca$_x$Cu$_{24}$O$_{41}$ (SCCO), which at $x = 0$ exhibits a HC which is commensurate at all temperatures. To investigate the effects of discommensuration we used resonant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) to study SCCO as a function of doped hole density, $\delta$. The HC forms only with the commensurate wave vectors $L_L = 1/5$ and $L_L = 1/3$ and exhibits a simple temperature scaling $\tau_{1/3}/\tau_{1/5} = 5/3$. For irrational wave vectors the HC “melts”, perhaps through the motion of topological defects carrying fractional charge.

PACS numbers:

The two-leg “spin ladder” was introduced as a computationally more tractable version of the $t$-$J$ model believed to be relevant to high temperature superconductivity. Depending upon the parameters chosen, a doped ladder can exhibit either exchange-driven superconductivity or an insulating “hole crystal” (HC) ground state in which the carriers crystallize into a static, Wigner lattice. The competition between these two phases is similar to that believed to occur between ordered stripes and superconductivity in two-dimensions. For this reason, the spin ladder is an important reference system in the overall understanding of copper-oxides.

The only known doped spin ladder material is Sr$_{14-x}$Ca$_x$Cu$_{24}$O$_{41}$ (SCCO), which for $x > 10$ was shown remarkably to exhibit superconductivity under pressure. There is now evidence from transport, Raman scattering, and resonant x-ray scattering that under ambient conditions the holes lie in the competing crystallized state, i.e. form a “hole crystal” (HC). At $x = 0$ this HC was shown in Ref. to be commensurate at all temperatures. This contrasts with the behavior of most Peierls charge density waves (CDWs) in which the wavelength typically shifts and becomes commensurate only at low temperatures. This raises the question of what role commensuration plays, in general, in the physics of a Wigner crystal (WC).

Commensuration effects on a WC were originally considered by Hubbard, in the context of conducting polymers, who showed that a WC is most stable when the carrier density is a rational fraction and its wavelength commensurate with the lattice. Excess carriers added were postulated to form topological defects or “solitons” which carry fractional charge. At a sufficient degree of incommensurability, i.e. soliton density, the system becomes unstable to the formation of additional soliton/anti-soliton pairs and the WC melts. This “incommensurate melting” is a purely quantum mechanical effect and is fundamentally different from discommensuration effects exhibited by a Peierls-type CDW. The CDWs in polymers, such as polyacetylene or TCNQ salts, were later shown to be of the Peierls type. To investigate the effects of commensuration on a real WC, we have used resonant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) to study SCCO as a function of doped hole density, $\delta$.

SCCO is an adaptive misfit material consisting of chain and ladder subsystems with incompatible periods $\sqrt{2}c_{\text{c}} \approx c_L = 3.90 \text{Å}$. The misfit results in a buckling along the $c$ axis, sometimes interpreted as a unit cell, with period $c \approx 10c_{\text{c}} \approx 7c_L$, though the period is frequently non-integer. A CDW was reported in the chain layer, though further examination has raised suspicion that this effect is related to the buckling.

SCCO is self-doped with 6 holes per formula unit, most of which reside in the chain because of its lower Pauling electronegativity. At $x = 0$ approximately five of the six holes reside in the chain, while the magnitude of this transfer is unclear. X-ray absorption measurements suggest that $\delta$ for the ladder ranges from 0.057 for $x = 0$ to 0.079 for $x = 12$. Optical conductivity studies suggest a range from 0.07 to 0.25, while $^{63}$Cu NMR studies suggest a range 0.07 to 0.25. The lack of consensus poses a problem for an
denotes a momentum transfer. From this one might expect a HC with wave vector \( L \) but presumably these coincide with rational values of the surate wave vector. The doping is not precisely known.

Proposals \cite{3, 12, 13, 14}, the HC forms only with commensurate wave vector \( L \). The range is summarized in Fig. 1. Reminiscent of previous studies, no hole crystal was observed at any of the intermediate dopings \( 1 \leq x \leq 5 \). The intensity of the HC as a function of Ca content for the full well cell \cite{28} so cannot be a reflection from the chain-ladder buckling. In contradiction with previous transport and Raman studies \cite{32, 33}, the hole crystal was observed at any of the intermediate dopings \( 1 \leq x \leq 5 \). This is temperature-independent in all samples. That \( L \) is larger at larger doping is what was originally considered for ladders \cite{1, 3} but is what was observed.

\( L = 1/5 + 2x/165. \) \hspace{1cm} (1)

From this one might expect a HC with wave vector \( L = 1/4 \) to form at \( x \approx 4.125 \), however none is observed. It appears that the HC is stable for odd, though not even, multiples of the ladder period.

The stabilizing effect of commensurability is best seen in Fig. 2 which shows reciprocal space maps in the \( (H, 0, L) \) plane around the position \((0, 0, 1/3) \) for \( x = 10, 11, 12 \) \((T = 20K)\). The maximum HC intensity occurs at \( x = 11 \) where the wave vector is closest to \( 1/3 \). As \( \delta \) is varied the HC shifts slightly from the commensurate position and "melts", reminiscent of the soliton mechanism postulated for organic chains \cite{12, 13, 14}. It is not clear how to tell if solitons are present, but the width of the \( L = 1/3 \) peak in Fig. 1, \( \Delta L = 0.012 \), would suggest a critical soliton spacing of \( \sim 82c_L \).

The HC correlation length may be read off the maps in Fig. 2 to be isotropic with the value \( \xi_{1/3} = (1600 \pm 90) \AA \sim 410c_L \). This should be compared with the \( \xi_{1/5} = 255\AA \sim 65c_L \) reported at \( x = 0 \) \cite{10}. That \( \xi \) is larger at larger \( L \) shows that the interactions which drive the HC get stronger as the distance between holes decreases.

The reflection with wave vector \( L = 1/5 \) reported at \( x = 0 \) \cite{10} was visible only with the incident x-ray energy tuned to the mobile carrier prepeak (MCP) below the OK edge and the ligand hole sideband of the CuL5/2 edge. This unusual spectroscopic signature was the reason for identifying this phenomenon as a HC. Slightly different effects are seen for \( L = 1/3 \) in \( x = 10, 11, 12 \).

In Figure 3 we display a "resonance profile" (RP) - the intensity of the HC scattering vs. incident energy compared to x-ray absorption spectra (XAS). XAS was taken \( \text{in situ} \) in fluorescence yield mode and is consistent with previous studies \cite{22}. RPs are shown at both edges for \( x = 10, 11, 12 \). Like the case of \( L = 1/5 \), the \( L = 1/3 \) HC was visible only when the x-ray energy was tuned to oxygen and copper thresholds \cite{11}, suggesting a primarily, though not necessarily exclusively, electronic origin \cite{34}. The OK RP for the \( x = 10 \) and \( x = 12 \) samples is identical to that at \( x = 11 \); the HC scattering resonates at the ladder shoulder of the MCP. By contrast, the MCP resonance at \( x = 11 \), where the HC scattering is strongest, is slightly red-shifted compared to the others and exhibits a second resonance at the OK edge jump at 532.7 eV. This suggests that the hole modulation at \( x = 11 \) is large enough to modulate the O2p continuum and cause a slight core level shift. We did not quantify the hole amplitude but most of the ladder holes are probably modulated at this doping.

New behavior is observed for \( L = 1/3 \) at the CuL5/2 edge. Unlike at \( x = 0 \), the RP for \( x = 10, 11, 12 \) consists of two peaks - one at 930 eV, likely due to the distortions in the Cu sublattice, and a second at 933 eV due to the hole modulation itself. The lineshape arises from coherent interference between the two and can be used, in principle, to determine the phase between the hole and structural modulations. This will be the subject of a forthcoming article. Overall, it is evident that that the HC at \( 10 \leq x \leq 12 \) is mainly electronic but coupled to the lattice more strongly than at \( x = 0 \).

The temperature dependence of the HC reveals some character of the interactions which drive it. Figure 4 shows the integrated intensity of the HC peak vs. \( T \) for \( x = 0, 10, 11, 12 \). While the \( L = 1/5 \) HC vanishes by \( T > 300K \), the \( L = 1/3 \) HC persists to much higher temperature \( T > 300K \) was not attempted for fear of sample deoxygenation). Like the larger coherence length, this indicates that the interactions driving the HC are stronger i.e. increase with decreasing spacing between holes. If plotted against the reduced quantities \( I/I_{20K} \) and \( T/T_{L} \), where \( \tau_{1/3} = 211.1K \) and \( \tau_{1/5} = 127.8K \), the data collapse to a universal curve (Fig. 4, inset). The ratio of the temperature scales \( \tau_{1/3}/\tau_{1/5} = 1.65 \approx 5/3 \), or in other words the energy scale of the HC varies inversely with its wavelength. This apparent \( 1/r \) dependence suggests that the HC is driven simply by direct, long-range Coulomb repulsion. This is not the RVB interaction usually considered for ladders \cite{4, 8} but is what was origi-
nally used by Hubbard and explains why the coherence length $\xi$ is isotropic despite the anisotropic bonding environment.

It is important to address the relationship between our measurements and the charge-order reported previously. We have observed the lowest-order such reflection, which occurs at $L_x = 0.45$ or $L_x = 0.31$ in chain units and was identified as a chain-ladder buckling reflection by Hiroi. This peak has little temperature dependence but has a mixed structure/hole character suggesting the chain holes are modulated by the buckling strain wave. This effect will be described in detail in a forthcoming article.

It is unsettling that there is disagreement between our results and Raman measurements, which report a HC for all $x$, and impedance measurements, which report a HC for $x < 9$. Since these measurements contradict one another reconciliation with both is impossible. We note, however, that there is direct correspondence between the HC in our measurements and the presence of a metal-insulator transition under pressure.

Our results clearly demonstrate that commensuration is critically important for the formation of the hole crystal in SCCO. The quantum melting observed for incommensurate wave vectors might indicate the presence of solitons with fractional charge. We see strong evidence for the role of unscreened Coulomb interactions, which should be expected in any material in which the valence electrons are (self-consistently) localized. We speculate that such effects may also be responsible for the static spin/charge order and suppression of $T_c$ seen other cuprates near $\delta = 1/8$.
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[34] Nonresonant scattering from structural distortions is intrinsically weak in the soft x-ray regime because both the scattering volume and the factor $(Q \cdot \Delta)^2$ are small. Even considering these two effects, however, the off-resonant scattering here is anomalously weak.
FIG. 1: Intensity of hole crystal scattering at the O\(K\) resonance maximum for all chemical compositions studied. Hole crystallization occurs only with the rational wave vectors \(L_L = 1/5\) and \(L_L = 1/3\). No reflection with \(L_L = 1/4\) is observed.
FIG. 2: Reciprocal space maps around \((H, 0, L_L) = (0, 0, 1/3)\) at the CuL\(_{3/2}\) resonance (photon energy 933 eV) for (a) \(x = 10\), (b) \(x = 11\) and (c) \(x = 12\). The HC is most pronounced when its wave vector has the commensurate value \(L_L = 1/3\). As \(L_L\) shifts with the addition of carriers the HC “melts”. All maps were taken with \(T = 20\)K.
FIG. 3: “Resonance profiles”, i.e. the integrated intensity of HC scattering as a function of incident x-ray energy, compared to x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of the \( x = 0 \) system \( \langle |E|c \rangle \) near (a) the O\( K \) and (b) the Cu\( L_{3/2} \) edges. The XAS spectrum is shown in black. Red, green, blue, and brown symbols correspond to \( x = 0, 10, 11 \) and 12 respectively.
FIG. 4: Temperature dependence of HC scattering for the four samples in which it has been observed. Open, red, green, and blue circles correspond to samples with $x = 0, 10, 11$ and 12, respectively. The data collapse when plotted against the reduced quantities $I/I_{20K}$ and $T/\tau_L$, where $\tau_{1/3} = 211.1K$ and $\tau_{1/5} = 127.8K$. 